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ABSTRACT: Creation and distribution of document streams on the internet are ever changing in various forms. 
Existing works are mainly consigned to topic modelling and the expansion of individual topics. They ignore sequential 
relations of topics in document streams. In this paper, proposes a new kind of patterns for rare event mining, which is 
able to characterize personalized and abnormal behaviours of internet users. We present a group of algorithms to solve 
this mining problem through three phases: pre-processing, session identification and mining User-aware Rare 
Sequential Topic Patterns (URSTPs).  Practically, it can be applied to many real life scenarios of user behaviour 
analysis such as discovering special interests and browsing habits of internet users. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
 Textual documents are distributed in different forms on the internet, such as micro-blog articles, chatting messages, 

and research paper archives, web forum discussions etc. Topics extracted from these document streams mainly reflect 
offline social events and users characteristics in real life. In order to characterize user’s behaviours in document 
streams, we must study correlations and sequential relations among topics that extracted.  Specify them as sequential 
topic patterns (STPs). 

 
 For a document stream, some STPs may occurs frequently and thus reflect offline behaviours of internet users. 

Beyond that there may exist some patterns which are globally rare, but occur frequently for specific users. These are the 
User-aware Rare STPs (URSTPs). Compared to frequent ones, discovering them is interesting and significant, so can 
be applied in many real life scenarios, such as real time monitoring on abnormal user behaviours. For example, micro 
blog messages are real time, which reports what users are feeling, thinking, and doing. So it reflects users 
characteristics and statuses, both content information and temporal relations of messages are required for analysis. 
Fraud behaviours in internets are make award seductiveness, jiggle other user’s information, obtaining various 
payments by cheating, and take illegal coercion if their requests are denied. Hence mining URSTPs is a good measure 
for real-time user behaviour monitoring on the internet.  In the case of browsed document streams mining URSTPs can 
better discover special interests and browsing habits of internet users. Through this we can give effective and context-
aware recommendation for them.  

 
There are many technical challenges are raised and will be solved by this paper. First challenge is about the input of 

the task is textual stream, so existing techniques cannot be applied directly. That is, a pre-processing phase is necessary 
such as topic extraction and session identification. Secondly, real time requirements such as accuracy and efficiency of 
mining algorithms. Thirdly, formal criterion must be well defined. However, determining user interests and abnormal 
characteristics are somewhat important for worldwide internet users. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

     Frequent pattern mining with uncertain data studies the problem of frequent pattern mining with uncertain data [2]. 
 It shows how broad classes of algorithms can be extended to the uncertain data setting. In particular, we will study 
candidate generate-and-test algorithms, hyper-structure algorithms and pattern growth based algorithms. One of our 
insightful observations is that the experimental behaviour of different classes of algorithms is very different in the 
uncertain case as compared to the deterministic case. In particular, the hyper-structure and the candidate generate-and-
test algorithms perform much better than tree-based algorithms. Probabilistic frequent item set mining in uncertain 
databases [3] semantically and computationally differs from traditional techniques applied to standard "certain" 
transaction databases. The consideration of existential uncertainty of item, indicating the probability that an item set 
occurs in a transaction, makes traditional techniques inapplicable. It introduces new probabilistic formulations of 
frequent item sets based on possible world semantics. 
 
     Spatiotemporal social media analytics for abnormal event detection and examination using seasonal-trend 
decomposition [4] have enabled social media services to support space-time indexed data, and internet users from all 
over the world have created a large volume of time-stamped, geo-located data. Such spatiotemporal data has immense 
value for increasing situational awareness of local events, providing insights for investigations and understanding the 
extent of incidents, their severity, and consequences, as well as their time-evolving nature. Its working flow depicts at 
figure 1. With the vast amount of digitized textual materials now available on the Internet, it is almost impossible for 
people to absorb all pertinent information in a timely manner. To alleviate the problem, we present a novel approach 
for extracting hot topics from disparate sets of textual documents published in a given time period.  That is, hot topic 
extraction based on timeline analysis and multidimensional sentence modelling [5] shown in figure 2.  
                                                   

 
                                Figure 1: Overview of interactive analysis scheme for spatiotemporal event detection 

To extract key terms from a text document, the basic language elements need to be considered. In the process of the 
key terms extraction, the step of “word segmentation and term merging” is related to languages. So, the first step is to 
split the documents into a list of separate term via tokenization and part of speech analysis. The terms in the list are 
sequenced according to their occurrence frequency. Thus, two adjacent terms in the list are merged into a longer term 
if their occurrence frequencies exceed a predefined threshold. The first term of the pair is accepted as a key term 
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candidate if its frequency is greater than the threshold and did not merge with its preceding and following term. The 
process is executed iteratively until no keywords remained for processing in the list. 
                                                      

 
                                                                               Figure 2: Key term extraction 

     Hariri et al [7] presented an approach for context-aware music recommendation based on the sequential relations of 
latent topics. Here the topic set of each song is determined by a threshold on the topic obtained from linear discriminate 
analysis. Topic set is deterministic, so uncertainty degree of topics is lost due to approximation in threshold based 
filtering.  
     However, these works do not consider where the uncertain databases come from and how the probabilities in the 
original data are computed, so cannot be directly employed for our problem which takes document streams as input. 
Moreover, they focused on frequent patterns and thus cannot be utilized to discover rare but interesting patterns 
associated with special users.  

 
III.    PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
     Sequential pattern mining concerned with finding statistically relevant patterns between documents where the values 
are delivered in sequence that is documents are created and distributed in a sequential way. One user can write almost 
one document at a time. Formally, if 푡 = 푡  then	푢 		! = 푢 ways hold. Here ‘up’ represents documents that are 
published by the user ‘p’ at time t. Correlations that we consider here is the sequential topic patterns. Each session 
represents the subsequences related to a user during a certain period. For a specific user ‘p’ there exist disjoint and 
consecutive multiple sessions in a document stream. From this we need to identify URSTPs. They are globally rare for 
all sessions relatively frequent for the sessions associated with specific users. Frequency calculation done by using 
classical concept called support. Support is an indication of how frequently item sets are appears in the database. It is 
the proportion of transaction‘t’ in the database which contains item sets ‘x’. Scaled support is the square root of the 
support which can be used for the further calculations. 
 
     According to these ideas, define two measures absolute rarity and   relative rarity. Absolute rarity is the difference 
between the local support (sessions for particular users) and global rarity (all the sessions). Relative rarity is the 
difference between the absolute rarity and average of the absolute rarity among all the discovered STPs of particular 
user. From these we get two thresholds relative rarity threshold and scaled support threshold respectively. Finally we 
mine URSTPs from two conditions that are scaled support ≤ scaled support threshold and relative rarity ≥ absolute 
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rarity threshold hold for same user ‘u’. Discovered URSTPs of associated users gives their personalized and abnormal 
behaviours. 
 
1. SYSTEM ARCHETECTURE 

                              
                                                      Figure 3: Processing frame work of URSTPs mining 

    It proposes a novel approach to mining URSTPs in document streams. It consists of three phases. At first, textual 
documents are crawled from some micro-blog sites or forums, and constitute a document stream as the input of our 
approach. Then, as pre-processing procedures, original stream is transformed to a topic level document stream and then 
divided into many sessions to identify complete user behaviours. Finally, we discover all the STP candidates in the 
document stream for all users, and further pick out significant URSTPs associated to specific users by user-aware rarity 
analysis.  

                     
                                                         Figure 4: URSTPs work flow 

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
Purpose: Mining URSTPs 
Input: Document stream, scaled support threshold  ℎ  , relative rarity threshold		ℎ . 
Output: Rare sequential patterns 
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Procedure 
 STEP 1: Input the textual stream 
                   
    STEP 2: Pre-processing 
          2.1: Topic Extraction  
          2.2: Session Identification 
    STEP 3: STP candidate discovery 
    STEP 4: User Aware rarity analysis 
 
3. DATA PREPROCESSING 
     There are many pre-processing techniques such as linear discriminate analysis to get topic proportion and word 
distribution. Topic extraction is done by LDA [12] or Twitter LDA [13] to get topic proportion of each document and 
the word distribution of each learnt topic. Session identification is next step of pre-processing. Each session contain 
behaviour of individual users. Two classical methods are used for the session identification. That is Time Interval 
Heuristics and Time Span Heuristics. In time interval heuristics, it examines each document on the input stream orderly 
for checking new session starting. By checking condition that the time difference between it and previous documents 
exceeds the given predefined threshold. Time Span Heuristics assumes the duration of each session is less than or equal 
to a predefined threshold.  
 
4. STP CANDIDATE RECOVERY 
   It aims to discover all the STPs associated with each user, paired with expected support. We use dynamic 
programming algorithm to derive all STPs for user and exactly compute the values of them. Use DP matrix for 
traversing all the entries. After that we use PrefixSpan [14] algorithm to discover STP candidate by pattern growth. 
 
5. USER-AWARE RARITY ANALYSIS 
   After all the STP candidates are discovered, perform the user aware rarity analysis to find URSTPs. It shows 
personalised and abnormal behaviours of special user. We use URSTPMiner algorithm. Which transform set of user-
STP pairs into a set of user session pairs and two thresholds, the scaled support threshold ℎ  and the relative rarity 
threshold	ℎ . They are used as the input parameter.  
    
URSTPMiner ALGORITHM 
      STEP 1: Compute set ɸ, containing all the discovered STPs for all the users. 
      STEP 2: Compute global support as a weighted average of its local support for each user. 
      STEP 3: Normalize it to a scaled value. 
                         푠푐푠푢푝푝 ← 푠푢푝푝| |   
      STEP 4: Calculate absolute rarity 퐴푅  for user STP and its average value 
                     퐴푅 ← 푝	| |  -푠푐푠푢푝푝   

                     푎푣푟퐴푅 ← 푎푣푔퐴푅 + 퐴푅
|휑 | 

      STEP 5: Calculate relative rarity 
                     푅푅 ←  퐴푅 − 푎푣푔퐴푅 
      STEP 6:  If  푅푅  ≥ 	ℎ  , it gives relatively high frequency for user. 
                      If  푠푐푠푢푝푝 ≤ 	ℎ  hold for some user u, indicates global rareness of α 
      STEP 7: Return STP support 

  
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
  Here we use IBM data generator [2] to get probabilistic datasets. Take some users and assign sessions for each of 
them. Each session is a sequence of item sets directly obtained from the generator, where each item sets regarded as 
document and each item represents a topic. We divide this topic in to two kinds, 80%	common topics and 20% rare 
topics. Rare topics are globally rare and locally frequent, and are assigned to some users.  
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    Next we assign a probability to each topic occurring in data sets with a uniform distribution and normalises these 
values. Pre-processing phase is not required due to us already assign session for each user. Initially the user number is 
set to 50; the number of sessions for each user is selected from a Poisson distribution with mean 100, the size of each 
session is also picked from the Poisson distribution with mean 5 and the number of topics in each document is 
randomly chosen.  Number of common topics and rare topics are set as 푘 = 20 and 푘 				 = 10 respectively. 

 

                                     
                                                         Figure 5: Examples of mined URSTPs 

       Values of the two thresholds would directly affect the accuracy of mined URSTPs. We find the optimal values by 
using F1-measure via fixing one and changing other. For the exact mining the optimal values are, ℎ = 0.05 and 
	ℎ = 0.01. While for the approximate mining is 0.05, it can be explained by maximum pattern instance probability 
instead of the exact pattern occurrence probability. Taking these values as thresholds, we analyses precision, recall, and 
F1-measure with different user numbers. 
                                                         

                        
                                                            Figure 6: Values of precision, recall and F1 
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For exact mining, precision varies between 0.90 and 0.98 and recall varies between 0.86 and 0.95, both are high and 
thus compelling. As the number of users increases from 40, recall shows an upward trend and precision maintain a high 
value, but decline moderately due to pattern will become sparse. F1-measure is comparatively stable.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

    URSTPs mining in document streams are challenging and significant problem on the internet. It gives a new kind of 
patterns with wide application scenarios such as real time monitoring and discovering special interests of internet users. 
We can identify personalised and abnormal characteristics of each user through STPs. The various experiments that 
conduct on the specially designed databases demonstrate the proposed approach is very effective. This paper, also 
forwards innovative approach research direction on the web data mining.   
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